Registration Form – Berlin at night
kiezkieken short film competition special 2012
Title:
Director:
Runtime:
Year of production:
Language:
Genre: [ ] fictional [ ] experimental [ ] children’s and teens [ ] documentary
[ ] animation [ ] music [ ] other:
Format: [ ] .avi [ ] .mov [ ] others (please ask):
Synopsis (two sentences):

shooting location(s):

Submitted by:
Last Name, First Name ____________________________________________________
Age, Profession (optional) __________________________________________________
Telephone ______________________________________________________________
E-Mail _________________________________________________________________

Conditions of Participation
1. Topic, runtime
The topic of the short film competition is „Berlin at night“. So the movie should be set in
Berlin and should deal with the night topic as well. The runtime cannot exceed 15 minutes.
Apart from that there are no limitations for cinematic forms, topics or genres.
2. Submission methods
The registration form together with all necessary documentation as well as the screening
copy must be submitted by 15. August 2012 (see address for dispatch). One registration
form for each film is necessary. The registration form needs to be fully completed and
signed.
- There is no participation fee.
- If the original version is neither in German nor English, subtitles should be supplied in
one of those languages.
3. Selection
The entries that arrive before 15. August 2012 will be screened by a commission. All
submitting persons will be informed by the middle of September 2012, if the film was
accepted or not. The submitted material can be returned for the postal charges.
4. Shipping
The shipping costs for the submission of the material will be paid by the submitting person.
address: kiezkieken, Postfach 350165, 10210 Berlin Germany
5. Film stills and short description
Please send us two stills of your short film as well as a short description (max. two
sentences) - with the title and the name of the director in the subject - to:
wettbewerb@kiezkieken.de
6. I agree that some short cuttings of the short film are used for the promotion of
kiezkieken (e.g. in a festivaltrailer) [ ] yes [ ] no
7. I agree that the submitted short film will appear on the DVD with the winning films.
[ ] yes [ ] no
8. I agree that the film will be shown on other screenings. (We will inform you before!)
[ ] yes [ ] no
9. By signing this form, the submitting person accepts the rules and regulations of the
festival and states that he/she owns all copyrights of the submitted material. The persons
showed in the film agree with the screening of the material during the festival. If the
submitting person is not the holder of these rights, he/she states with this registration that
he/she has acquired these rights from the owner. Furthermore the applicant states that the
film complies with its content and ways of expression to the law. The submitting person is
liable for copyright violations and intellectual property rights. The organizers of the festival
are free of any third party claims. The preselection, the choice of the audience, as well as
the awarding of the prize is non-disputable.
Date, Signature
________________________________________________________

